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A Brief Comment on the 
Features of GPS

(Inspired by GPS, a Program that Simulates Human Thought
by Allen Newell and H.A. Simon)

김현중
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GPS???

General Problem Solver
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Introduction

An attempt to build a problem-solving 
program (1959, by Newell, Shaw and Simon)

A simulation of human behaviour (1961, by Newell 

and Simon)

Extends to a theory of human-problem solving 
(1963, Newell and Simon)
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The main idea of GPS 

Means-Ends-Analysis
forward and backward reasoning
object, operator, difference, goal
Table of Connections (organised differences)
divided into multiple sub-problems
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Three types of goals

1. Transform object A into object B
2. Reduce difference D between object A and 

object B
3. Apply operator Q to object A
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The scope/application of GPS 

Only well-defined problems 
basis of other theoretical work by Newell  
(SOAR, GOMS)
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An example of GPS problem 
solving process 

Consider:

(R ⊃ ∼P) • (∼ R ⊃ Q)  |- ∼(∼Q •P)
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Cont’d

solution by a human subject
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Cont’d

Problem space
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Cont’d
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GPS trace
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Cont’d
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Cont’d
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Protocol
Well, looking at the left hand side of the 
equation, first we want to eliminate one of the 
sides by using rule 8. It appears too complicated 
to work with first. Now - no, -no, I can’t do that 
because I will be eliminating either the Q or the 
P in that total expression. I won’t do that at first. 
Now I’m looking for a way to get rid of the 
horseshoe inside the two brackets that appear on 
the left and right sides of the equation. And  I 
don’t see it. Yeh, if you apply rule 6 to both 
sides of the equation, from there I’m going to see 
if I can apply rule 7.
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Correspondence to the 
protocol

Protocol
Well, looking at the left-hand side of the equation, 
first we want to eliminate one of the sides by using 
rule 8.

GPS
GOAL 2 DELETE R FROM L1

GOAL 3 APPLY R8 TO L1
PRODUCE L2 R  ⊃ -P OR -R ⊃ Q
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Cont’d

Protocol 
It appears too complicated to work with first.

GPS
No correspondence to any portion of the trace
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Cont’d

Protocol
Now-no,-no, I can’t do that because I will be 
eliminating either the Q or the P in that total 
expression. I won’t do that at first.

GPS
GOAL 4 TRANSFORM L2 INTO L0

GOAL 5 ADD Q TO R ⊃ -P OR ADD P TO -R ⊃ Q
REJECT
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Two exceptions

1. “It appears too complicated…”
- insufficient information to define a trace

2. “I should have used rule 6…”
- implication of a mechanism which does not 
exist in GPS.
- invention and incorporation can enhance the 
capabilities of GPS
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Conclusion

A General Problem Solving Program

A strong facility to construct the theories of 
human thoughts
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